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Résumé

Resource will cover volume driven operational activities for the whole Region Europe – deviations, escalations,
supplier qualification support, etc. To contribute to prevent significant quality issues or regulatory non-
compliance, which could lead to product stock-out, withdrawal or which would negatively impact the quality of
the products in scope (RLT). To contribute to maintain cross-divisional standardization and efficiency gains
through innovation and operational excellence projects within the product QA framework.

About the Role

Major accountabilities:

Contribute to ensure proper scheduling and prioritization of the QA RLT products related activities in
alignment with relevant business stakeholders.
Ensure strong collaboration, partnering and networking with EU stakeholders and other QA Regional /
Global key representatives.
Become a key business partner with all business process owners.

Key performance indicators:

EU stakeholder satisfaction

Performance against Key Quality Indicators.

Minimum Requirements: 
Work Experience:

Master Degree in Pharmacy or similar
Fluent written/spoken English
At least 5 years in Quality Assurance area in Pharmaceutical Companies
QA background (plus: nuclear know how) with international exposure

Skills:

Continuous Learning.
Dealing With Ambiguity.
Decision Making Skills.
Gxp.
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Laboratory Equipment.
Laboratory Excellence.
Managing Resources.
Organizational Savvy.
Quality Control (Qc) Testing.
Quality Control Sampling.
Self Awareness.
Smart Risk Taking.
Technological Expertise.
Total Quality Management.

Languages :

English.

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Division
Operations
Business Unit
Innovative Medicines
Emplacement
Italie
Site
Milano
Company / Legal Entity
IT08 (FCRS = IT008) Novartis Farma S.p.A.
Functional Area
Qualité
Job Type
Full time
Employment Type
Temporary (Fixed Term)
Shift Work
No
Apply to Job

Novartis is committed to building an outstanding, inclusive work environment and diverse teams'
representative of the patients and communities we serve.
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